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The Atomic Force Microscopies used in Resonant mode is a powerful tool to measure
Abstract.
local surface properties: for example, the quantitative analysis of the electrical forces induced by the
application of an electrical tension between a conductive microscope tip and a forwards surface in
front allows the determination of the tip/surface capacitance and of the local surface work function.
However, this analysis needs a well adapted model for each type of surface. In this paper, we calculate,
with a simple geometrical model, the tip-surface interaction between a metallic tip and a semiconducting surface and we describe its variations with the applied tension and the tip/surface distance.
2014

1. Introduction.

Atomic Force Microscopes used in Resonant mode are a powerful tool to measure local electrical surface properties. For instance, the quantitative analysis of the electrical forces induced
by the application of an electrical tension between a conductive microscope tip and a forwards
surface allows one to determine the local surface work function, the tip-surface capacitance and
simultaneously to measure the surface topography.
In AFMR, a cantilever is excited near its resonance frequency 03A9, a tip being located at its end.
The force gradient between the tip and the sample shifts this resonance frequency and induces a
variation in the vibration amplitude of the cantilever. The resultant vibration amplitude is measured using an optical heterodyne detection and the signal is used in a feed-back loop to control
the tip-surface sample distance. Topographic surface images are thus obtained at constant force
gradient [1]. Moreover, by applying a modulated bias voltage V = Vo + Vi sin wt between the tip
and the sample, added capacitive forces are applied on the tip [2]. These forces induce cantilever
oscillations at w and 2w which depend on the electronic characteristics of the studied semiconductor surface.
To obtain the local potential with high spatial and voltage resolution [3, 4], we can measure
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the force F( úJ) by using this new instrument. Since the attractive electrostatic force per unit
between a metallic tip and metallic surface is given by:

where

area

Q is the charge per unit area located on the tip, V is the potential difference applied be= êO/ Z is the associated capacitance per unit surface, the

tween the tip and the sample and Ci
measurement of the oscillating force

F(w)

allows to

measure

the local contact

potentiel differ-

ence V, between the tip and the surface. Following a procedure similar to the Kelvin method,
the dc voltage Vo is varied until the ac induced vibration of the cantilever at w, proportional to
(Vo + Vc)V1, is zero. At this point, Vo -Vc.
On the other hand, the measurements of the variations of this force F(w) with the tip-surface
=

distance allows us to determine the effective curvature radius of the tip. This determination is essential to perform quantitative analysis of the experimental data. The commonly used procedure
consists in measuring the electrostatic forces as a function of the tip-surface distance and to fit the
experimental curve with a theoretical model, corresponding to various tip geometries [5].
In a previous paper [6], we have shown that the case of a metallic tip and a semiconductor surface is more complex than the Metal/Metal one since the charges are not located at the surface but
are distributed inside the semiconductor over a distance which depends, for an applied voltage,
on the tip-surface distance. The charge distribution controls the surface potentiel of the semiconductor and leads to a new variety of behaviours. In this paper, we resume the simple model
which has been developped previously and present the main results. In section 2, the calculation
of the force F(w) is presented and the different physical regimes which can be met are discussed.
The calculated variations of the induced forces with the externally controlled bias voltage and the
tip-surface distance are presented in section 3. We show that in the Metal/Semiconductor case a
non passive capacitance has to be introduced to describe the eleçtrical behaviour of the tip-surface
system and that this capacitance induces strong effects in the F(Vo, z) behaviour.
2. Electrostatic force between metallic

tip and semiconductor sample.

The electrostatic force on a conducting tip held close to a n-doped semiconductor surface is calculated. The tip-surface system is modelized by two semi-infinite parallel plane surfaces, separated
by a distance z (Fig. 1), the charge distribution in the semiconductor can then be considered as
one-dimensional. Moreover, to simplify the discussion we neglect the presence of an oxide at the
surface and the contact potential is assumed equal to zero. The influence of these parameters on
F(w) will be discussed later.
Though very restrictive, this simple model neverthless gives a qualitative understanding of the
physical situation and is an useful tool to interpretate semi-quantitatively the experimental data.
2.1 FORCE EXPRESSION. - The first step to determine the force is to calculate the total electrostatic energy per unit surface U associated to the tip-surface system:

where

QM and Vo

are

tip, p(x) and V (x) are
conductor (Fig. lb).

respectively the charge (per unit surface) and the voltage on the metallic
respectively the charge density and the potential voltage inside the semi-
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Fig.

1.

- a) Metal tip/Metal surface case, b) Metal tip/Semiconductor surface.

Introducing Poisson’s equation V2V = 12
the
semiconductor surface,

where Qs = -QM

=

B7V ( (0)

=

10 ce p(x)dx

and

taking advantage of the value of

17V far from

0, U can be simply writen:

is the total charge in the

semiconductor, Vs the semiconductor

surfac,e potentiel and c its dielectric constant.
Then, using the virtual work method, the force applied to the tip is equal to
the

potential voltage continuity imposes:

and as VS

-

( 2013 ) . As

only depends on Qs which is maintained constant, the applied force on the tip reduces

to:

Notice that this expression Qs is a complicated function of Vs which depends on the tip-surface
distance and on the applied voltage (relations 4 and 10). This particular dependance explains that
we cannot use a passive capacitance in the Metal/Semiconductor case.
When the applied voltage V is a superposition of a constant voltage Vo and a small modulation
voltage Vl sin wt, the natural procedure to obtain the explicit expression of F(w) is to expand the
force F in a Taylor series and keep only the more significative terms:
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In this

respect

framework, the forces F(w)

to

can

be

expressed as function of Qs and its derivatives with

Vs.

In this expression, the variations off with the
gap and space-charge capacities, CI and CD

The final

applied voltage Vo can be in function of the air

expression of F(w) is:

To evaluate this force and its variations with the external bias voltage Vo and the tip-surface
distance z, it is necessary to calculate Qs and its derivative with respect to Vs. In order to determine
the semiconductor charge Qs as a function of the semiconductor surface potential VS, Poisson’s
equation is integrated and Gauss theorem is used to connect the charge inside the semiconductor
to the electric field at the semiconductor surface. In the case of n-doped semiconductors, the
expression of Qs versus Vs is given by:

LD
q
V
s
k
T
,
density

where u

=

=

(03B5kT 2NDq2)1/2

5 ND, ni and c are respectively the dopant density, the intrinsic

carrier
and the dielectric constant of the semiconductor, q the elementary charge (q &#x3E; 0).
In a second step, the continuity potential equation (4) is introduced to express the relation
between Vo and VS. Using these two equations, an unique Vs(V0, z) can numerically be calculated
for each set of (Vo and z). Ultimately, in a backforward procedure, this value is used to evaluate
Qs, its derivatives and finaly the corresponding force F(w).
2.2 DIFFERENT PHYSICAL REGIMES.
Before we present and discuss the variations of F(w)
with the external parameters ( Vo, z ), it is convenient to keep in mind the various physical situations
that can be met. According to the surface voltage V5, the surface can be populated by majority
carriers (accumulation regime), minoritiy carriers (inversion regime) or can be deserted by free
carriers, the unique charge staying near the surface being the ionized donors (depletion regime).
These different regimes and the experimental conditions ( Vo, z) required to reach them have been
previously largely discussed [6] and will be rapidly resumed in this section.
For positive surface voltage, electrons (majority carriers in n-doped semiconductors) are attracted to the vicinity of the air-semiconductor interface: The tip-surface system is in accumulation regime. The resulting charge distribution is essentially located near this surface and for not
1020 - 1024 m-3), the air capacitoo small values of z/LD (about 0.1 for Vo = ±10 V, ND
tance voltage is always larger than the semiconductor surface potential. Thus, for positive surface
-

=
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voltage, the Metal/Semiconductor system can be considered as roughly similar to a Métal/Métal
system.
For

negative surface voltage, we have two different regimes, according to Vs

smaller

or

higher

thank, where

in

This particular voltage corresponds to the equality between the values of -u and (ni/ND )2e-u
expression (10) and is reached when z/LD verifies, for a given applied potential, the following

expression:

For small negative voltage, -03A6
VS, the charge distribution is spread over a layer length deeper
than in the accumulation regime (about Ln(ND /ni ) LD ), electrons are repelled from the vicinity
of the interface leaving behind a space charge region of uncompensated ionised donor ions. The
tip-surface system is then in the depletion regime. In this situation, the semiconductor effect
is particulary important, the tip-surface capacitance cannot be assumed to be passive (and the
complete applied voltage and tip-surface dependances have to be considered).
For VS -03A6, the holes (minority carriers) are attracted towards a narrow region near the interface (about LD). The system is in the inversion regime. As the voltage magnitude|Vs| increases, a
larger and larger fraction of the charge at the semiconductor surface will be hole charges and, as
in the case of accumulation regime; for not too small z/LD values, the potential decrease inside
the semiconductor is negligable relative to the air capacitance contribution. Thus, for large negative surface voltage, the Metal/Semiconductor system can be roughly considered as a Métal/Métal

system.
The tip-surface system reaches these different regimes according the surface voltage VS value
which depends on the Vo and z/LD (relations 4 and 10). Its variations with the applied voltage
for different tip-surface distance are presented in figure 2. In these numerical calculations, the
semiconductor surface is a Si-n doped surface, ND 1024 m-3 (for an other dopant concentration
the main behavior of VS(V0, z ) is similar). In the accumulation regime, VS varies very slowly with
=

qVO

ND

03B50 03B5
LD . In contrast,
hl equal
V (z)
e ual to psi
z - 2 kT q Ln
contrast the
roughly
surface potential varies quickly when the system is in depletion regime and retums to a roughly
cO ND
constant value, equal1 to V z - 2 L
in the inversion regime.
Different variations of Qs, its derivatives and then for F(w) are observed for different values
of the applied voltage Vo. These various behaviours are sumarized in table I. In particular, it is
important to notice that Qs is not always proportional to Vo and that the simple used of a passive
capacitance to describe the tip-surface system is inappropriate.
V and
Vo,

can

be assumed

as rou

=

1 q Vo

3. Numerical évaluations
In this section

we

2kT qLn(qV0 kT03B50 03B5ND niLD z).

LD

of F(w).

present and discuss the variations of F(03C9) with the bias voltage Vo and the

tip-surface distance z, calculated for différent dopant concentrations.
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Fig. 2.

-

Depletion:

Variations of u qVs/kT versus V0/03A6 for
0 &#x3E; u &#x3E; -40, Inversion: -40 &#x3E; u.
=

different z/LD, ND

=

1024 M-3 . Accumulation: u

&#x3E;

0,

3.1 VARIATIONS WITH APPLIED VOLTAGE Vo. - The variations of F(w) versus Vo for different
dopant concentrations and z 10 nm are shown in figure 3, the surface being arbitrary taken
equal to 10-14 m2. For large positive voltage, F(w) varies linearly with Vo, the tip-surface system
is in the Al or RI regimes (Tab. I). The different curves are parallel but shifted with respect to
the metallic case by Vs1(z). The slope of all these curves is proportional to Cy as for a metal-metal
system and is independent of the dopant concentration, in agreement with the accumulation picture. Notice that these curves go through the origin since we have neglected the contact potential.
If we introduce the contact potential Vc which is similar to a modification of the potential origin,
the curves will be shifted by -Vc. Notice however, that for a very small voltage, the system corresponding to ND 1020 m-3 reaches the A2 regime in which Qs varies as exp (qVo/2 kT).
For negative voltage, the crossover from the depletion regime to the inversion regime appears
on the F(w) curves and is characterized by an elbow in F(w) curves. More precisely, this elbow
appears when the applied potential Vo induces a surface voltage Vs = -03A6 (in the curve ND =
1024 m-3, the elbow appears at Vo = -9 V, out of the figure range). Qualitatively, this behaviour
can be explained as follows: In the depletion regime, the effective distance between the mobile
carriers in the metal and in the semiconductor is roughly equal to z plus the depletion length
LD. As the magnitude of the applied voltage increases, the depletion region width increases and
reaches its maximum 2LDLn(ND/ni) when Vs = -03A6 [10, 11]. Then the effective capacitance
decreases and the variation of F(w ) is smaller than in the Metal/Metal case. As IVoi increases,
the system enters in the inversion region, the effective distance between the mobile carriers in the
metal and in the semiconductor progressively retums to z.
Then, the F(w) behaviour is again similar to the Métal/Métal case. However, in this last case,
the surface voltage Vs is not zero but equal to Vs2(z) which increases as z is reduced. This effect
induces shifts in the F(w) curves. For very small voltage corresponding to the RI regime, we can
observe that F(w) linearly varies with Vo in a similar way than for large negative voltage for which
the system is in inversion regime Il. Notice that, in this regime, these curves F(Vo) are roughly
=

=
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Table I.

Fig. 3.

- Variation of F versus Vo for different dopant concentrations,

parallel and that their slopes

~F1 ~V0 (V0

=

z

=

10

nm.

0) are proportional to C,2.

Other characteristic behaviours can be observed on these curves. For instance, for ND =
1022 m-3 and for Vo about -1.8 V a tip-surface distance equal to 10 nm corresponds to a regime
very close to the inversion

regime 12 in which F(w) varies as exp q|V0|/kT.

For

smaller voltage,
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Fig. 4.

- Variation of F versus Vo for different

Fig. 5.

- Variation of F versus

the system is in the D2

z/LD, ND

=

1020 m-3.

z/LD for different applied voltage, ND

=

1020 m-3.

depletion regime and F(w) correspond to a roughly constant value.

3.2 INFLUENCE OF THE TIP-SURFACE DISTANCE. - The variations of F(w) versus Vo, for different values of z/LD, ND = 1020 m-3, are shown in figure 4. It is interesting to observe that
the variation of the elbow position with z/LD is very sensitive to the tip-surface distance, its value
decreasing with a decrease of the tip-surface distance z.
Moreover, different behaviours of F(Vo, z) versus z can be observed. For instance, for Vo =
-0.6 V, we can follow very precisely the different regimes crossed when the tip-surface distance
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increases. For z/LD = 0.05: F(03C9) increases exponentially in the inversion regime ( VS -03A6)
and is constant for the depletion regime (Vs &#x3E; -~). As z/LD increases, the system reaches the
depletion regime D2 for z/LD 0.25, and the regime Dl for z/LD &#x3E; 0.5. In the same time, the
elbow shifts towards the large negative voltage.
The main consequence of these semiconductor effects is to modify drastically the shape of the
curves describing the variations of F(03C9) with z/LD. For instance, figure 5 shows the variations of
F(03C9)/V0V1 versus z/LD for different values of Vo, the dopant concentration being fixed to 1020m-3.
The curves corresponding to an applied potential Vo = ±10 V and 1 V show the same variations
and are similar to those obtained for an Métal/Métal system. In contrast the curve corresponding
to Vo - -1 Y presents a very different behaviour: a strong change in the curve slope can be
observed which appears for z/LD about 0.5 (z 140 nm). This effect corresponds to the crossover
between depletion and inversion regimes.
We want to emphasize that it is essential to keep in mind that this feature in the F(w) curves cannot be analyzed using only geometric considerations, and that the Metal/Semiconductor system
specificity has to be integrated in the interpretations of such experimental results.
=

=

4. Conclusion.

In this study, we have calculated the capacitive force F(w) between the metallic tip of an AFMR
microscope and a n-doped semiconductor surface separated by an air gap and submitted to a
modulated applied voltage. The variations of these forces versus the static applied voltage and
the tip-surface distance have been investigated. This study shows that, in this system, the force
variations present specific behaviours wich are not observed when the surface is metallic. Different
regimes are exhibited according to the values of the tip-surface distance and the static applied
voltage.
These various regimes originate from the different behaviours of the semiconductor surface
charge Qs which depends on the applied voltage Vo and on the relative importance of the air gap
contribution with respect to the potential decrease inside the semiconductor, characterised by the
Debye length LD.
Roughly, we can conclude that for a fixed applied voltage, when the tip-surface distance z is
much higher than LD the system is roughly similar to the Metal/Metal case. In contrast when
z is smaller than LD, this simple model is not adapted and some features appear in the curves
representing the variations of the forces versus the applied voltage.
Another aspect of these semiconductor effects is reflected in the variations of F(w) with the
tip-surface distance. In particular we have shown that the determination of the tip-surface capacitance geometrical characteristics by fitting the experimental curves is not allowed in all the
experimental cases. To be valid, the procedure requires high applied voltages such as|Vs|&#x3E; 03A6.
Moreover, various physical quantities can be extracted from these presented curves. The contact potential Vc between the tip and the surface can be obtained from the measurement of the
voltage corresponding to F(w) 0. In this situation, the applied potential Vo is exactly equal to
-Vc. Using a feed back loop asserving the applied voltage to fix F(w) = 0, image of iso-contact
potential can be obtained. The local dopant concentration can also be determined. For small
z/LD, we have shown that, in this case, the Depletion/Inversion transition is characterized by an
elbow in the F(w) curves. Since, this feature appears when VS
-03A6, we can extract the dopant
concentration from the measurements of the voltage position of this elbow.
To conclude, notice that this study presents some limits. in our calculation, we have neglected
the presence of an oxide layer on the semiconductor surface. However, this assumption does not
qualitatively modify the present results, since, its presence is in fact qualitatively similar to an
effective reduction of the tip-surface distance with respect to the case without oxide. Moreover,
=

=
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model, the tip and the semiconductor surfaces

are assumed to be parallel plates. This
correspond to the experimental configuration when the tip-surface distance
100 nm); in this case the tip is better described by
is smaller than the tip curvature radius ( z
an ellipsoid electrode. Neverthless this simple model, which can be extended to an ellipsoid/plate
geometry, offers the opportunity to give useful semiquantitative understanding of the electrostatic

in this

geometry does

not

force which

accounted in the AFMR.

are
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